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HI...

Thank you for taking the time to read this the latest edition of
‘Enlightened’. We have been compiling it over the last month or so, with
one eye casting a backward glance on 2014 the other on the major
challenges for this year. A tricky thing to do, but nothing that a trip to
Spec Savers couldn’t accommodate.
Looking back maybe we should mention the remodelling of the
manufacturing space to give us better workflow and greater capacity.
Possibly the huge increase in orders, both in the UK and internationally
which has led to record sales. Even the resounding success in the
Regional Business Awards or our packed stand, full of original in-house
design at the Sleep Exhibition in November.
Internally, the extraordinary response by all Northern Lights’ staff to the
huge influx of orders during the second half of 2014. Early mornings,
late nights and long weekends became the background to a truly
remarkable effort. Thank you to all involved. Possibly the huge pile of
nominations each month for our Extra Mile Award which offers recognition
by peers for colleagues who have truly gone the extra mile in pursuit of
customer happiness. Even the really positive responses to our Good
News Board and regular communication briefings, with all of our staff.
2014 confirmed what we already knew, which is that we have some of the
best people around and that those people really make a difference.
It led us to think about 2015 and the challenge to maintain this
momentum. This business has evolved over the last 30 years and
continues to do so. From a start in stained glass fittings for pubs to
today’s huge atrium light fittings in hotels all over the world and all stops
in between. So we will use this issue to define what we do and for whom
and communicate that message crisply and clearly.
Maybe you already know what we do, in which case thank you for making
us what we are. If you don’t, then welcome to the truly amazing world of
Northern Lights……

Paul Wade
Managing Director
Northern Lights (Chesterﬁeld) Ltd

NORTHERN LIGHTS
ACHIEVEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS CATEGORY
FOR DERBYSHIRE, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
& LEICESTERSHIRE
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WHAT WE DO AND WHO WE DO IT FOR...
Walk down a typical high street anywhere in the country and you’re likely to see several of
the brands shown on these two pages. These are the customers to whom Northern Lights
supplies both bespoke lighting and also a large selection of standard lighting products.
With such a huge choice of ranges, it is easy for our clients to find something to suit any
project and budget.

Cafés, coffee shops, restaurants, hotels, bars and even banks. All take full advantage the
amazing choice we offer. Throughout this issue you can see examples of standard off-theshelf products – but the limited space we have here only allows us to show a small selection.
For more information please call 01246 858 750 - email sales@northern-lights.co.uk or visit
www.northern-lights.co.uk

In this issue of Enlightened we’re talking
about life beyond bespoke lighting. In
almost every issue so far we’ve
concentrated on what we are best known
for – our ability to transform your thoughts
and ideas into real world light fittings and
installations, often through bespoke
designs.
What you might not know or have forgotten
about is the huge range of standard
products that we also offer –standard
ranges of all the basics – wall lights, table
and floor lamps, ceiling lights and other
staples such as downlights and picture
lights.
Over the next few pages we’ll be taking a
look at some of those standard ranges –
from classic cast brass wall and pendant
suites to modern glass table lamps and
industrial pendants – there is something to
suit every style and budget.

TABLE
LAMPS
Table lamps come in a variety of shapes
and sizes and are often used as a
decorative accent or additional source of
light. You can almost guarantee you will
find something to suit.
On the page opposite you will see a small
selection of our table lamps which are
available in a variety of materials and
coloured finishes. Most of our table lamps
come with a wide variety of fabric shade
options – please ask for more details.
Even more online at

www.northern-lights.co.uk
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Order Code: NE261
A ‘ﬂaked’ crystal table lamp
with white fabric shade

1

2

3

1: Order Code: NE364
Chrome cast table lamp
2: Order Code: NE506
Clear glass base table lamp with silver shade
3: Order Code: NE319
Oil lamp style table lamp with white glass shade
4: Order Code: NE218
Hammered steel table lamp
5: Order Code: NE534
Brushed brass six-legged lamp with silver shade
6: Order Code: NE262
Chromed ceramic table lamp with black shade
7: Order Code: NE501
Black and chrome table lamp
4

6

8: Order Code: NE363
Polished brass cast table lamp with pleated shade

7

5
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1: Order Code: NE398
Painted wooden ﬂoor lamp with
black and white shade

2: Order Code: NE406
Chrome ﬂoor lamp with black
pleated shade

3: Order Code: NE433
Chrome ﬂoor lamp with cream
shade

4: Order Code: NE528
Black steel ﬂoor lamp with metal
spun shades

5: Order Code: NE375
Square steel and fabric ﬂoor
lamps

6: Order Code: NE517
Antique brass cross style ﬂoor
lamp with cream shade

7: Order Code: NE514
Double tapered wooden ﬂoor
lamp with white shade

8: Order Code: NLH0247
Polished brass cast ﬂoor lamp
with cream shade

FLOOR LAMPS
Floor lamps are often used as the primary source of light in a room for reading or to
supplement light from other sources housed on the ceiling or wall. They are also often
used to provide visual interest in a room setting and are a great way to illuminate dark
corners.
Opposite you will see a small selection of our floor lamps which features most materials
and colours and remember there is even more choice when you take into account the
almost infinite number of shade options too!.
Even more online at

www.northern-lights.co.uk

Order Code: NE520
A wooden tripod ﬂoor lamp with black
metal accents and fabric shade
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WALL
LIGHTS
Wall lights also come in many styles and forms
– from simple cast brass arms to elaborate
filigree shapes, coach lanterns, picture lights
and more modern chrome, glass, crystal and
even plaster shapes. We even have a range of
stunning Tiffany style stained glass fittings.
Used primarily to give a visual cue in corridors
or in pairs on a bedroom wall, over pictures
and art works or as bedside lamps, wall lights
serve many functions both practical and
decorative. As with ceiling fittings, there is
such a wide variety of shapes, styles and sizes
– our standard range has something to suit
almost every type of design or theme.
Some of our wall light ranges are available
with either glass or fabric shades which will
complement your chosen design styles.

Order Code: NA430
A chrome wall light with tapered
black box pleat fabric shade
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1: Order Code: NA446
Chrome ﬂuorescent wall light with LED reading light
2: Order Code: NA445
Chrome ﬂuorescent wall light with LED reading light
3: Order Code: NA431
Steel wall light with mirror panel and shade
4: Order Code: NA179
Chrome and glass wall light with shade
5: Order Code: NA434
Brushed steel laser-cut wall light with LED reading light

6: Order Code: NA179
Antique wall light with frosted well glass
7: Order Code: NA108
Polished brass cast wall light with opal glass shade
4

6

8: Order Code: NA370-2
Antique brass cast twin wall light with fabric shades

7
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1: Order Code: NB639
Gold fretwork pendant with fabric inner shade
2: Order Code: NB640
Fabric cocoon pendants
3: Order Code: NLC55
Multi-tiered fabric pendant
4: Order Code: NB709-snd
Textured glass pendant shade
5: Order Code: NB628
Pleated silk fabric pendant
6: Order Code: NB724
Swirled clear glass pendant
7: Order Code: NB721
Green and copper spun metal shade
4
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8: Order Code: NB718
Smoked chrome glass pendant

7
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CEILING
LIGHTS

Order Code: NB620
A 12-arm chrome ceiling
pendant with cream fabric shades

This type of lighting can be split into many categories
– modern, traditional, contemporary, flush, semi-flush,
pendant or chandelier – the list goes on. In our
standard ranges we have all of these styles and
probably more – it’s just a case of deciding on the use
of the fitting and the style or theme of your project.
We also offer a full range of standard recessed
downlights – both fixed and adjustable in a wide
variety of finishes.
Some of our ceiling light ranges, particularly the
chandelier and pendant styles, are available with
either glass or fabric shades which will complement
your chosen design styles.
Even more online at

www.northern-lights.co.uk
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PROJECT FOCUS
CAFE ROUGE HAYWARDS HEATH

Tragus Group worked closely with Keane Brands to establish the
lighting scheme for Café Rouge. Along with some clear bespoke
elements, there are a number of our standard products that are
used on almost every site.
Currently the average restaurant is refurbished over a very short
period of four days. We supply not only new ﬁttings but we also
re-condition existing chandeliers and supply them back to site with
a mixture of both glass and traditional fabric shades. The fabric
shades are made from a variety of materials including voiles, silks
and vintage style tassels and fringes.
We also dress some of our standard wall light ranges to resemble
antique French vintage lights, again with an assortment of fabric
shades. These are used alongside some retro industrial metal
pendants with caged frames from our ‘Wired!’ range which mixes
modern LED strip and warm amber LED lamps to give a subtle
warm glow.
Swagged pendants cover large areas of the ceilings using our
standard ‘bare’ ﬁttings and more from our ‘Wired!’ ranges.

CAFE ROUGE BRAND POSITIONING
Café Rouge was launched as a French bistro in London in 1989 by Karen Jones
and Roger Myers; both foodies with a passion for great French food and wine.
Café Rouge celebrates a simple French menu in a classic Paris bistro style
environment, with a chef in every kitchen.
Café Rouge today has approximately 100 sites throughout the UK and aims
to reclaim its heritage brand positioning as “Britain’s best bistro”.
It is a much-loved brand, with millions of customers a year, predominantly
women aged 25-55, couples and families.
Bridget Jones in the 90's featured Cafe Rouge as a girls' fave place to
drink, eat, meet and have fun.
We all want a reason to revisit, rediscover and remember the real Café Rouge.
Somewhere local, which nostalgically and instantly makes us feel like
we're in a fabulous Parisian bistro.
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WHAT’S NEW?
LAUNCHING
OUR NEW
RANGE:

Order Code: NE540

Order Code: NE535

WIRED!
Metal wire is being used extensively at the moment in lighting
design and appears to be the ‘trendy’ style used by lots of
high street brands. In line with this and the many other ‘cage’
style ﬁttings we now have in our ranges we have designed a
selection of new table lamps using this open and extremely
decorative effect.
All the items shown here have black wire detail with chrome
bases and highlights and there are six styles in the standard
range. As the wire is ﬁnished in-house, you will be able to
specify a colour if black isn’t to your liking. You can also see a
selection of fabric shades used with these lamps - as with all
of our shades, you can select one of our standard materials or
specify your own.
Even more online at

www.northern-lights.co.uk

Order Code: NE537
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Order Code: NE538

Order Code: NE536

SLEEP 2014
This was the ﬁfth year we have exhibited at the Sleep Event, held at the
Business Design Centre, Islington on 26th and 27th November. Once again
the response to our stand was exceptional and we managed to capture the
interest of numerous visitors, some of whom were old friends,
however many were coming across Northern Lights for the ﬁrst time.
Our main show area had a sculptural architecture theme and our designers
combined sharp angles with multifaceted shapes – enhanced by rich
colours and textured ﬁnishes - to create a very strong impact. The great
thing about this approach was that it allowed us to show off a wide range
of manufacturing and ﬁnishing techniques – things that once understood,
gave a clear insight into what Northern Lights does.
Most of the ﬁttings used LED as a light source which added a vibrancy to
the stand, underscored by the individual styles of the products themselves.
Commenting on the show, Paul Wade, Managing Director said:
'Sculptural Architecture style is big in interior design now. It is simple in
form but high in impact. We are pleased to have had such a fantastic
response to our new products. It was great to talk to so many new people
as well as meeting up with old friends at the show. We will deﬁnitely come
back next year with more new ideas.'
Our main feature this year was a stunning installation using a brand new
technology from Philips – the FL300 Lumiblade OLED panel. As one of
the ﬁrst installations in the UK using the panel we affectionately named it
‘paparazzi’ due to the complex sequence of fades and ﬂashes, making
anyone who stood in front of the installation feel a little like a celebrity on
the red carpet in front of the cameras.
The installation comprised of over 80 FL300 Lumiblade OLED modules,
which were secured to hand-formed angular mirror polished stainless steel
ribbons. The ribbons were arranged within the space to create a three
dimensional illuminated area, with the units originating from the ﬂoor and
cascading over the walls and ceiling. The pure light from the OLEDs
interacted with the reﬂections from the ribbons creating a unique and
dynamic lighting experience.
'The display highlights two key features of OLED – the extremely thin
architecture of the panels and how the OLED appears en masse in this
installation as a three-dimensional non-linear array', commented Michael
Jackson, Northern Lights Design Manager and the designer of the
installation. He went on to say, 'There is extensive potential for the use of
OLED as a light source in both decorative and functional lighting products.
This installation certainly created a major talking point at the exhibition –
the design and conﬁguration possibilities are endless. OLED will be as big
a game changer as ﬂat screen TVs'

ENLIGHTENED
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ASSIST YOUR DESIGN
PROCESS WITH OUR
NEW WEBSITE
It has been three months since we launched our new website.
We hope that you have found the new site easy to use and a source of great ideas.
Aside from the vast amount of products and projects, the website also
incorporates some useful features to help the design process.
In this issue, we would like to look at one or two of these features in a little more
detail so that you can take full advantage of all the functions.

SHARE, EMAIL
OR PRINT YOUR
MOOD BOARD

CREATE YOUR OWN
MOOD BOARDS
This function allows you to collect product and project images
from our website around a theme or project. It is particularly useful at the beginning of the design stage when you are comparing
different design directions and options. You can email or share
the boards with your colleagues and clients for discussion. If you
want to know more about the products and projects you have
selected, just email the board to us. We will get back to you with
the more detailed information you need.
A simple set-up process ensures all boards will be saved. You will
not waste time whenever you want to revisit them.

EASY TO
SET UP
& USE

SAVE PRODUCT OR
PROJECT IMAGES TO
NUMEROUS MOOD BOARDS

FULLY RESPONSIVE
The new website is fully mobile and tablet responsive,
it is easy to use whether from a desk top in your ofﬁce
or a mobile on-the-go.
The pictures will be as sharp on a mobile as they are
on your desktop computer.
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EASY DOWNLOADS
We have made it simple to download pictures from
the new site. If you like any product and want to save
it, just right click or drag the picture to your computer.
On the project page there is a download button on
every picture.

ONLINE CATALOGUES
& PROJECT PORTFOLIO
Catalogues, yes, we have not forgotten the good old
catalogues. There is a dedicated catalogue page
with our up-to-date catalogues and project portfolio,
all of which can be downloaded as PDF ﬁles. The
catalogue page can be accessed through the
website footer so you can navigate straight to it
from any other part of the site.

BRAND IDENTITY
You may have noticed, together with our new website, we have launched a new brand identity
for our business - a simple yet classic logo with a new strapline ‘UNLIMITED LIGHTING’.
Unlimited lighting – we feel it describes perfectly what we do and is what we aspire to deliver
to you – unlimited creative possibilities.

‘PIN’ AS YOU LIKE
Sharing through Pinterest is straightforward on
the new website. There is a ‘Pin it’ button on every
product page as well as on all project images.
Collect inspiration, compare products and assemble
ideas on your pin boards, all just one click away.

...AND IT’S ONLY THE START
Developing the website has been an exciting project for us all
and the feeback has been very positive.
This website will continue to grow and evolve. Since the launch
we have released:
More than 30 new products in our collections

NORTHERN LIGHTS
UNLIMITED LIGHTING

10 new project insights
6 articles about lighting trends and company news in the
latest news section
So please stay tuned and visit us at www.northern-lights.co.uk

ENLIGHTENED
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FIND OUT WHAT’S HAPPENING AT
NORTHERN LIGHTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA:

Northern Lights (Chesterﬁeld) Ltd

DUBAI OFFICE:
C/O Vann Furniture & Interior Design JLT,

Hardwick View Road, Holmewood Industrial Estate,
Holmewood, Chesterﬁeld, S42 5SA

Contact: Espino Soodbakhsh

T: 01246 858750 F: 01246 858751

P.O.Box 643614, Dubai, UAE
T: +97 14360 5269 E: info@vann-ﬁd.com

W: www.northern-lights.co.uk E: sales@northern-lights.co.uk
If you do not wish to receive further issues of this magazine please email: editor@northern-lights.co.uk

E & OE Disclaimer Statement
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied herein, Northern Lights cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.

